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Abstract

There is an urgent need to capture metadata on the rapidly growing number of genomic, metagenomic and re-
lated sequences, such as 16S ribosomal genes. This need is a major focus within the Genomic Standards Con-
sortium (GSC), and Habitat is a key metadata descriptor in the proposed “Minimum Information about a Ge-
nome Sequence” (MIGS) specification. The goal of the work described here is to provide a light-weight,
easy-to-use (small) set of terms (“Habitat-Lite”) that captures high-level information about habitat while pre-
serving a mapping to the recently launched Environment Ontology (EnvO). Our motivation for building Habi-
tat-Lite is to meet the needs of multiple users, such as annotators curating these data, database providers host-
ing the data, and biologists and bioinformaticians alike who need to search and employ such data in comparative
analyses. Here, we report a case study based on semiautomated identification of terms from GenBank and
GOLD. We estimate that the terms in the initial version of Habitat-Lite would provide useful labels for over
60% of the kinds of information found in the GenBank isolation_source field, and around 85% of the terms in
the GOLD habitat field. We present a revised version of Habitat-Lite defined within the EnvO Environmental
Ontology through a new category, EnvO-Lite-GSC. We invite the community’s feedback on its further devel-
opment to provide a minimum list of terms to capture high-level habitat information and to provide classifi-
cation bins needed for future studies.
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Introduction

THIS PAPER DISCUSSES the current status of an ongoing effort
to create a minimum hierarchical controlled vocabulary

for the capture of habitat and environmental metadata on ge-
nomics, metagenomics, and 16S ribosomal sequences. This
work has two goals. The short-term goal is to develop a light-
weight controlled vocabulary (Habitat-Lite) within the EvnO
framework to capture high-level habitat and environmental
metadata in support of the Genomic Standards Consortium
(GSC) Minimal Information about Genome/Metagenome Se-
quence (MIGS/MIMS) specification (Field et al., 2008a, 2008b).
The longer-term goal is to develop a repeatable process for
other types of metadata by identifying key terms based on us-

age in databases and the open literature. We will evaluate the
coverage, utility, and usability of the key terms and refine the
set of terms based on these measures. Additionally, we will
develop tools to facilitate the capture of the metadata from
free text fields.

This effort originated in the context of the development of
the MIGS/MIMS checklist (http://gensc.org/gc_wiki/index.
php/MIGS/MIMS), and has also been discussed in the con-
text of the newly established Environment Ontology (EnvO)
project (http://environmentontology.org—see the GSC EnvO
wiki page for ongoing discussion: http://gensc.org/gc_wiki/
index.php/EnvO_Project; also see the EnvO SourceForge 
site: http://obo.cvs.sourceforge.net/obo/obo/ontology/
environmental/), as part of advocating the use of ontologies
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in capturing MIGS/MIMS reports. See also GazO, http://
gensc.org/gc_wiki/index.php/GAZ_Project, a first step to-
wards an open source gazetteer, constructed on ontological
principles, that describes places and place names and the re-
lations between them. This work is informing GSC consen-
sus-building activities, and has led to agreement to adopt the
Habitat-Lite terminology for use in the Genomic Contextual
Data Markup Language (GCDML) (Kottmann et al., 2008).

There is a strong need for developing methods to facili-
tate the capture of metadata describing the growing number
of genomic and metagenomic projects, including informa-
tion about isolation source and habitat (Field et al., 2008a;
Morrison et al., 2006). The increase in the associated litera-
ture is also accelerating, particularly in light of projects such
as the Global Ocean Survey (Venter et al., 2004) and the Hu-
man MicroBiome (http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/hmp/) (Gill
et al., 2006), with parallel growth in the relevant databases
[see, e.g., Fig. 1 of Morrison et al., 2006, for an illustration of
exponential growth in the number of sequences in the In-
ternational Nucleotide Sequences Database Collaboration
(INSDC)]. However, the capture of the metadata associated
with these projects remains a major challenge, largely due to
the fact that the literature is scattered and the metadata is
difficult to find, even by expert manual extraction. Many
databases have fields to support the capture of metadata, but
such entries are often sparse and are entered as free text, thus
lacking standardization in vocabulary and definitions, im-
peding our ability to perform meaningful comparisons or
utilize information from multiple resources. The case stud-
ies discussed below illustrate the resulting difficulty in us-
ing computational techniques to study the relation between
habitat and genotypic or phenotypic properties of organisms
(Hunter, 2002, von Mering, 2007)—a key goal of genomic and
metagenomic studies.

Our initial work has focused on a specific metadata type,
namely habitat. For our purposes here, we define habitat as

“the place or environment where an organism naturally or
normally lives and grows.” It is distinguished from “sample
source,” which is the environmental context in which a sam-
ple is collected, as defined in Morrison et al. (2006). Multi-
ple habitat terms can be associated with a species; by con-
trast, a sample is associated with a description of its (unique)
source. Table 1 shows excerpts from the GOLD database (Li-
olios et al., 2008); we can see that the “Habitat” field often
has multiple entries, in contrast to the “Isolation” field,
which describes the specific sample source and is much more
detailed. The initial version of Habitat-Lite is aimed at cap-
turing high-level habitat descriptions; ongoing work on the
environmental ontology EnvO will provide a much finer-
grained set of terms to describe specific environments and
sample source information.

The development of Habitat-Lite began with the selection
of a small list of widely used high-level terms for describing
habitat. We used these terms to “bin” information contained
in free text fields for habitat or source information in several
key databases. This process enables us to develop measures
of coverage, utility, and usability for the term set—for exam-
ple, how well the controlled vocabulary covers the free text
entries, how evenly the entries are distributed across the bins
defined by the controlled vocabulary, how well the bins cap-
ture useful categories for search, how cost-effectively the con-
trolled vocabulary terms can be used to annotate new data,
and how consistent the mappings are across multiple anno-
tators (human or automated). There are trade-offs in this com-
plex space between the detailed information that can be cap-
tured with a large well-structured set of terms (e.g., an
ontology), versus the time it takes to create a stable set of struc-
tures and the cost of acquiring consistent annotation using this
much richer terminology, including supporting tools.

The two major data sources chosen for this study contain
large numbers of records and descriptors of habitat in free
text form. Ideally, we would have looked in the literature to
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TABLE 1. HABITAT AND ISOLATION FIELDS FROM THE GOLD DATABASE

Organism Strain Phenotype Habitat Isolation

Hemophilus PittEE Pathogen, facultative, Host Middle-ear effusion of a child in
influenzae nonmotile, rod-shaped Pittsburgh
NTHi

Mycobacterium H37Ra Pathogen, aerobe, Host, TB Original human-lung H37 isolate in
tuberculosis chemoorganotroph, epidemic 1934

rod-shaped, nonmotile
Psychrobacter PRwf-1 Psychrophile, radiation Aquatic,

sp. resistant, rod-shaped, soil,
nonmotile Permafrost

Roseiflexus sp. RS-1 Filament-shaped, Aquatic, hot Hot spring microbial mat
photosynthetic, spring
thermophile,
facultative,
nonsporulating, motile,
rod-shaped

Lactobacillus F275 Probiotic, non-pathogen, Intestinal Human isolate that is unable to
reuteri (JCM rod-shaped, flora colonize the intestinal tract of mice

1112) facultative, nonmotile
Pseudomonas F1 Aerobe, motile, rod- Soil Polluted creek in Urbana, Illinois, by

putida shaped, non-pathogen enrichment culture with
ethylbenzyne as a sole source of
carbon and energy



determine how habitat and isolation source were described.
However, for the initial experiments, it was much more ef-
ficient to look at fields in existing databases. The two sources
were:

1. GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/): the
isolation_source field, which captures free text descriptions,
in the form entered by submitters to GenBank, related to
sample source;

2. Genomes On-Line Database (GOLD) (http://www.genomes
online.org/) (Liolios et al., 2008): the Habitat field, which
captures terms collected from the literature.

Development of Habitat-Lite

As a starting point, one author (D.F.) did a survey for terms
used in a number of relevant sources. From this list, she se-
lected a set of high-level terms as a strawman for the first it-
eration of the Habitat-Lite term list (shown in Table 2). The
number of terms was kept small (less than 20), based on dis-
cussions with annotators at NCBI (we met with Tatiana
Tatusova, Scott Federhen, Karen Clark, and Anji Johnston at
NCBI Entrez Genomes, to explore ways to improve the cap-
ture of environmental/habitat metadata in GenBank), but
could grow in future iterations. Our approach was to identify
a set of seed terms, run experiments to determine how well
these could “bin” existing entries, determine how useable such
a set of terms would be for human and semiautomated anno-
tation, and then iterate, with the goal of producing a consen-
sus-driven “minimal set” of habitat terms that provided good
coverage of entries in key resources. Both the original version
and the new version of Habitat-Lite using the EnvO-Lite-GSC
category are available in .obo format (http://gensc.org/gc_
wiki/index.php/Habitat-Lite) and, for example, could be used
with OBO-Edit (http://oboedit.org/), CoBrA (http://cobra.
umbc.edu/eclipse/), or the Phenote a notation tool (available
at http://www.phenote.org/).

The initial list of terms drew on previously published lists
of habitat terms used to annotate databases (NCBI Microbial
genomes; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/lproks.

cgi), on proposed new community standards for the an-
notation of 16S sequences (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/16s/
saiform.php), on the habitat terms published in the Global
Ocean Survey (Nealson and Venter, 2007), on habitat terms
used to describe the biases in culture collection strains (Floyd
et al., 2005), and on patterns and biases in the complete ge-
nome collection (Martiny and Field, 2005); see Supplemen-
tary Table 1 for a full listing. These terms were mapped to
an early version of the Environment Ontology (http://envi-
ronmentontology.org), as shown in column 3 of Table 2.

Use Cases: Analyses Based on Habitat Data

Habitat-Lite terms were assembled from existing termi-
nologies with the explicit goal of supporting as many use
cases as possible—in particular, the ability to “bin” data into
interesting categories for purposes of comparison. The use
of bins is particularly attractive to biologists, who, for ex-
ample, wish to extract sequences only associated with “soil
bacteria” or “freshwater metagenomes.” In this respect, bi-
ologists’ descriptions of “habitat” contrast strongly with
those of environmental scientists, who tend to describe habi-
tat in terms of continuous variables.

We are now in the process of assembling use cases to test
the coverage of Habitat-Lite. At the fifth GSC meeting, one
author (J.C.) presented a small study done on the Ribosomal
Database Project (RDP; http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/; Cole et al.,
2007). The RDP consumes GenBank documents for 16S se-
quences and maintains them in a highly value-added format.
These data are used extensively for contrastive analysis
based on environmental factors. To determine both the cov-
erage of environments and the utility of the habitat or envi-
ronmental information in RDP, a small experiment was car-
ried out in late 2006.

Using information from the INSDC records, one author
(J.C.) attempted to manually classify into habitats the 168,911
rRNA sequences marked as environmental in RDP release 9.44
(November 2006). The habitat categories that were suggested
by Phil Hugenholtz (DOE Joint Genome Institute) were mod-
ified by splitting host-associated into separate categories for
plant and animal (including human) associated. We first as-
signed 24.5% of the sequences using their isolation_source
qualifier. For those sequences without an isolation source
tag, or where we were unable to classify based on that tag,
we examined the reference titles from the INSDC records
and were able to classify another 37.5% of the records. Ref-
erences used by fewer than 150 sequences were not exam-
ined because of the effort involved. The remaining 38% of
sequences could not be classified because, for the most part,
they did not have any habitat information in the INSDC
record. Most assignments were made after examination by
a single researcher, but spot-checking by a second researcher
gave disagreement in assignment for only a small percent-
age of sequences. By far the biggest category was animal as-
sociated, and a large fraction of these were human associated.
The soil, sediment, and water categories also represented large
numbers of sequences (see Fig. 1).

A second interesting use case was reported in (von Mer-
ing et al., 2007). In this paper, the authors studied the asso-
ciation of preferred habitats for microbial clades and looked
for correlations between evolutionary distance and similar-
ity of habitat. The habitat information was taken from free
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TABLE 2. INITIAL HABITAT-LITE TERMS AND

MAPPINGS TO ENVO (OCT. 2007)

Habitat-Lite Terms for genomes and metagenomes
1 freshwater habitat ENVO:00000873
2 marine habitat ENVO:00000447
3 terrestrial habitat ENVO:00000446
4 soil ENVO:00001998
5 water ENVO:00002006
6 air ENVO:00002005
7 sediment ENVO:00002001
8 sludge ENVO:00002044
9 waste water ENVO:00002006

10 hot spring ENVO:00000051
11 hydrothermal vent ENVO:00000215
11 organism-associated
12 habitat ENVO:00002032
13 extreme habitat ENVO:00002020
14 food ENVO:00002002
15 biofilm ENVO:00002034
16 microbial mat ENVO:01000008
17 fossil ENVO:00002164



text fields of the Greengenes database (Desantis et al., 2006)
and the microbial culture collections (Dawyndt et al., 2005).
To assess similarity of habitat, the authors manually selected
“informative” words found in the annotation of five or more

experiments (von Mering et al., 2007, Tables S2 and S3, sup-
plemental materials) and computed a pairwise similarity
score between habitats, based on number of shared key-
words. Graphs in Table S2 Figure 2B and 2C show that more
habitat “features” are shared among the more closely related
organisms, both in terms of taxonomy and molecular simi-
larity.

These use cases illustrate the kinds of information that
would be useful to researchers, and also the difficulties of
obtaining the information in the absence of a common un-
derlying controlled vocabulary.

GenBank “isolation_source” Entries

To validate and refine the selection of Habitat-Lite terms,
examples of habitat or isolation_source information were
needed to determine what information was present, and how
this information was expressed. An ideal approach would
be to extract metadata from the published literature; how-
ever, this is quite difficult, because the metadata occurs in
many diverse forms, including PDF tables, densely written
materials and methods sections, supplementary material,
and even in referenced work. Therefore, we took advantage
of the large quantity of free text metadata already available—
as fields in database records. As a first step, we analyzed the
“isolation_source” field from GenBank gene records, which
captures, as short free text entries, information about the iso-
lation source of the specific sequence being deposited. John
Wilbur (NCBI) provided us with a list of 35,000 distinct iso-
lation_source entries from GenBank gene records as of Sep-
tember 2007—see Table 3 for examples of some entries from
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FIG. 1. Categorization of isolation source for environmen-
tal sequences from RDP.

TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF UNIQUE HABITAT-LITE TERMS IN GENBANK ISOLATION SOURCE FIELDS

Table Data set Percent
Class frequency frequency total Example

Organism-associated 14,781 341,003 42.4% 1-year-old male spleen
Water/aquatic 2,008 40,794 5.8% 0 m water at a station in

the North Atlantic
Soil 1,115 229,032 3.2% 0–20-cm bulk soil from a

mixed forest
Marine 944 3,115,879 2.7% 0.2–0.8 �m fraction from

surface sea water
Sediment 723 34,435 2.1% aquaculture coastal

sediments
Terrestrial 594 3,100,550 1.7% a declining forest
Food 398 4,003 1.1% (onion)
Sludge 294 9,868 0.8% 1st maturation stage of sludge
Microbial mat 195 9,164 0.6% a deep sea microbial mat
Waste water 195 5,969 0.6% activated tannery effluent

from treatment plant
Hydrothermal vent 133 3,036 0.4% 14 N Mid Atlantic Ridge

Logatchev vent field
Hot spring 121 3,249 0.3% 6–48 celsius region of a

hot spring
Extreme 117 4,967 0.3% a solar saltern
Biofilm 114 3,499 0.3% aquatic phototrophic biofilm
Freshwater 75 2,609 0.2% Arctic freshwater lake
Fossil 67 507 0.2% 100,000-year-old fossil
Air 21 768 0.1% African air sample
Total Habitat-Lite terms 21,896 62.9%
Total unique terms 34,836



this field. We were primarily interested in whole genome or
metagenomics sequences, but the initial data set consisted of
entries for all genes. As a result, frequency counts were heav-
ily skewed towards large metagenomics projects, so we did
not use the frequency counts in our analysis. For example,
the phrase “locations in the Sargasso Sea, Panama Canal, and
the Galapagos Islands” occurred over 3 million times in this
data set.

Because of the size of the data set, it was not possible to
explore it manually. One of the authors (C.C.) developed a
small set of scripts to identify probable classes based on the
presence of specific key words in each entry. The key words
used for this analysis were based on the original Habitat-Lite
terms plus synonyms and, in some cases, specializations. 
For example, for “waste water” the terms used for match-
ing were “waste water,” “waste-water,” “wastewater,”
“sewage,” “sewerage,” etc. For “food,” the terms used for
matching included specific kinds of foods, for example,
“milk,” “cheese,” “beer,” etc. Similarly, for “organism-asso-
ciated,” the terms used for matching had to capture the many
ways of expressing specific organisms, particularly humans,
for example, “patient,” “female,” “subject,” “child,” etc.

Of the almost 35,000 distinct entries in the isolation_source
field, some 22,000 (63%) contained specific words or phrases
that could be mapped to the 17 Habitat-Lite categories. The
bulk of these fell into the Organism-associated category
(42%). In addition, we were able to identify over 20% of the
entries that were geographic names or temporal expressions
or other numerical quantities or identifiers. This enabled us
to account for approximately 85% of the entries from isola-
tion_source. The remaining 15% contain low frequency
terms—many of them with species information (“wild mul-
berry”), location information (“Wilson and the Australian
Museum),” or information about culture techniques (“top
band of HTA gel”).

This pattern-matching approach allowed us to obtain a
quick overview of the types of information found in the Gen-
Bank isolation_source field. This approach would require sig-
nificant refinement and/or human intervention if we wished
to use it for semiautomated assignment of Habitat-Lite terms
to isolation_source entries, for improved search and indexing.
In particular, this strategy mapped each entry to a single field,
so that, for example, 130 m below sea surface was mapped only
to “marine,” losing the depth information. Similarly, the en-
try “Marine Biology Laboratory” caused the entry to be asso-
ciated with the category “Marine”—a plausible inference but
certainly not explicit information about habitat.

Habitat Field Entries from the GOLD Database

We next investigated a second data set, which consisted
of the Habitat entries from the GOLD database on October
2007. The initial data set consisted of 1455 entries with 2210
terms. Table 1 shows some example GOLD entries, includ-
ing not only the Habitat field, but also the much more de-
tailed Isolation field. The entries in the Habitat field fre-
quently contained multiple entries that specified the range
of known habitats for a specific organism, for example,
“Host, TB epidemic” or “Aquatic, Soil, Permafrost.”

Coverage of GOLD terms using Habitat-Lite

First, we looked for exact matches between GOLD Habi-
tat terms and Habitat-Lite terms plus the additional term
“aquatic.” This resulted in exact matches for 84% of GOLD
Habitat terms. The three most frequent terms (“host,”
“aquatic,” and “soil”) covered 75% of GOLD habitat data,
while six Habitat-Lite terms were not seen at all in this
smaller data set (“air,” “freshwater,” “extreme,” “microbial
mat,” “fossil,” “terrestrial”).

Comparison of automated mapping and expert mapping

In the next experiment, we applied the automated mapping
used in the GenBank experiment to the unique entries in the
GOLD Habitat data, and compared these results to an expert
mapping done by one of the authors (D.F.). There were a to-
tal of 132 unique entries in the GOLD Habitat field for
metagenomes. There was 64% agreement (84 of 132) and 48
cases of differences in the automated mapping versus expert
mapping. Most differences were due to a failure in the auto-
mated mapping procedure (30 cases, which were not classi-
fied or not mapped to the limited controlled vocabulary). An-
other nine were due to mismatches related to the new category
“aquatic” introduced by the expert (five) and four were due
to difficulty in classifying between freshwater and water.

The remaining nine discrepancies (shown in Table 4)
brought to light interesting problems. Several of the discrep-
ancies pointed out an ambiguity in the classification scheme
with respect to “extreme habitat:” terms such as “hot springs,”
“permafrost,” and “hypersaline mats” could be classified as
“extreme  habitat” or into a geographic or environmental fea-
ture (“hot springs,” “soil,” “microbial mat”). In another case
(“rice paddies”), it is unclear without further context whether
the focus was on the rice in rice paddies (“organism-associ-
ated”) or on the paddies (“terrestrial”).
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TABLE 4. EXAMPLES OF DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN EXPERT MAPPING

AND AUTOMATED MAPPING FOR THE GOLD HABITAT DATA

GOLD Habitat term Expert mapping Automated mapping

Mud terrestrial Soil
Rice paddies terrestrial Organism-associated
Soda lakes organism-associated Water
Hot spring extreme habitat Hot spring
Permafrost extreme habitat Soil
Snow extreme habitat Freshwater
Sulfur spring extreme habitat Water
Hypersaline mats microbial mat Extreme



These examples illustrate well the need for annotation
guidelines, to handle situations where a term might be
placed in several categories. There are several possible solu-
tions: either there need to be “orthogonal dimensions” that
would allow a category like “extreme habitat” to be “checked
off” separately from some more specific information about
geographic or environmental features or alternatively, there
could be a facility to allow a given term to belong to multi-
ple “bins.”

Manual annotation of the GOLD data to 
two orthogonal bins

The final set of experiments was designed to test the dif-
ficulty of the annotation task and to determine whether bet-
ter annotation could be done by assigning multiple orthog-
onal terms. As noted above, there are advantages to capturing
orthogonal annotations: to preserve richer information for
searching, and also to reduce interannotator disagreement.
To experiment with this approach, a single author (K.B.C.)
annotated the 132 GOLD unique terms using Habitat-Lite in
conjunction with an explicit set of guidelines that were meant
to ensure that every Habitat entry was assigned both a gen-
eral (biome) term and an environment term. The guidelines
made use of the mappings of the Habitat-Lite terms to the
EnvO taxonomy as follows:

1. Assign a child term of biome (freshwater, marine, or terrestrial).
2. Can the input be assigned a child class of habitat (organ-

ism-associated or extreme)? If so, assign it, and then stop.
(This had an undesired effect, which we describe below.)

3. Is the input a food? If so, assign food. If not, go to (4).
4. Can the input be assigned a child of biotic/abiotic (biofilms,

microbial mat, or fossil)? If so, assign it, and then stop. If
not, go to (5).

5. Can the input be assigned a child class of hydrographi-
cal/physiographic/anthropogenic (hot spring, hydrothermal

vent, or wastewater)? If so, assign it, and then stop. If not,
go to (6).

6. Can the input be assigned a child of environmental sub-
stance (soil, water, sediment, sludge, or air)? If so, then as-
sign it.

7. Stop.

The undesired effect of Step (2) was that some inputs that
could have been assigned specific terms related to extreme
habitats were instead only assigned the more general extreme
(habitat). A simple reordering of the rule might fix this.

The results demonstrate that the annotation task is well
within the range of someone with reasonable background
in biology. Only 2 out of 132 entries were left unannotated
due to lack of domain knowledge: solfataric fields, and self-
heated organic materials. It took approximately 1.5 h to do
about 2 * 132 annotations, or around 1.5 terms anno-
tated/minute. Based on this estimate, it would take less
than a day’s work to map all of the GOLD Habitat entries
to Habitat-Lite.

Discussion

The goals of this work were to create a useful set of high-
level terms to capture habitat data, and to develop a method-
ology that can be applied to similar problems—specifically, to:

1. Determine what descriptors of habitat are recorded and
how they are expressed in free text;

2. Determine how well a small set of terms, such as Habi-
tat-Lite, could cover terms found in key resources;

3. Examine the feasibility of (semi-)automated capture of the
these fields of information for future projects.

Our initial experiments have resulted in a new version of
Habitat-Lite (shown in Table 5), based on analysis of the Gen-
Bank isolation_source field and the habitat field in the GOLD
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TABLE 5. PROPOSED HABITAT-LITE VERSION 0.2

Example also could
Top level Second level Third level be coded for

Choose one or more: Choose one or more: Free text description, e.g.
Aquatic: freshwater soil pinyon–juniper forest soil Terrestrial
Aquatic: marine sediment oxygen-depleted intertidal Aquatic: marine

marine sediment
Aquatic sludge Thermophilic methanogenic Terrestrial?

sludge
Terrestrial waste water waste water of paper machine Aquatic
Air hot spring hot spring at 70°C Aquatic, Extreme
Fossil hydrothermal vent the shallow hot vent in Iwo Jima Aquatic: marine,

Extreme
biofilm biofilm of drinking water Aquatic

distribution system
microbial mat hot spring microbial mat Aquatic, hot spring

Food [Food Ontology surface of smear ripened cheese Food
or CV]

Organism [Species CV] gut of nitidulid beetle Organism-
Associated [Anatomy CV, Associated

e.g., MIAA]
Extreme Select if extremely alkaline (pH 12 to 13) Aquatic; Extreme

habitat appropriate groundwater
Other (45.32739 N, 80.40874 W)



database. Based on this analysis, we put forward the fol-
lowing recommendations for Habitat-Lite:

• A shift from a “flat” list to one with some structure is nec-
essary.

• The set of terms should support certain inferences useful
for search; for example, that a sample labeled soil is also
terrestrial, or that a sample from a hydrothermal vent is also
extreme.

• Consistent annotation requires guidelines for general
terms such as terrestrial and aquatic, to instruct annotators
to annotate to the most specific term possible.

• The notion of extreme environment is problematic in that it
should be annotated in addition to a more specific term,
such as hot spring—thus requiring that certain entries be
associated with two Habitat-Lite terms.

• The category Organism-associated needs to be subdivided
by linking out to other ontologies or controlled vocabu-
laries (specifically, a taxon hierarchy and perhaps a high-
level anatomy ontology).

• Fossil is an example of a currently infrequently used term,
but a candidate for inclusion as a term of “exceptional im-
portance” that could be useful in the future for searching.

The new version of Habitat-Lite has been implemented
through the use of the Category mechanism in OBO-Edit with
the category “EnvO-Lite-GSC.” We use the name EnvO-Lite-
GSC to indicate that the ontology is a “light weight” version
based on the full EnvO but tailored to the needs of the Ge-
nome Standards Consortium. Other groups that need a spe-
cific view of EnvO can use this mechanism, which makes it
possible to save a specific view of the full EnvO ontology (avail-
able from http://obo.cvs.sourceforge.net/obo/obo/ontol-
ogy/environmental/), drawing on the EnvO identifier space
and using same structure of the ontology and the same terms
but including only the terms specified by the selected category.
Such views can be requested from the EnvO curatorial staff
via the EnvO-tracker or the desired view of EnvO can be cre-
ated locally using OBO-Edit.

The new set of Habitat-Lite terms is structured into two lev-
els: a set of high level terms (first column in the table: aquatic,
terrestrial, air, plus organism-associated, food, extreme environment,
fossil), and a second level of more specific terms (column 2 in
Table 5). To maximize capture of information, this version en-
courages selection of one or more of the high-level terms, one
or more of the second-level terms, and recording of the spe-
cific information in free text (column 3, Table 5). The free text
is shown associated with its level 2 term and in column 4, one
or more appropriate top level terms.

To maintain simplicity, there is no obligatory connec-
tion/restriction between choice of top-level terms and second-
level terms, except for the “food” and “organism-associated”
classes. This allows flexibility (e.g., there are both freshwater
and salt marshes) with the downside of increased possibility
for error or for incomplete annotation. It should be possible
to do automated association of high level terms, based on the
second level terms, for example, associating “terrestrial” au-
tomatically with any annotation of “soil,” “sediment,” or pos-
sible new terms such as “sand,” “wood,” “rock,” or “mud.”

The “organism-associated” class should be elaborated by
a term describing the organism and an anatomy term for the
part of the organism; we will investigate use of a minimal

anatomy ontology, such as Jonathan Bard’s MIAA (Minimal
Information about Anatomy; personal communication). The
food class for now is just left as free text; it may be possible
to use a small specialized food controlled vocabulary or on-
tology in the future (see http://gensc.org/gc_wiki/index.
php/Food_Ontology_Project for discussions about the cre-
ation of a food ontology or controlled vocabulary).

Next Steps for Habitat-Lite: Adoption by GOLD, 
RDP, GCDML

The new version of Habitat-Lite will be tested against the
GOLD data and revised to support GOLD (Liolios et al., 2008),
IMG (Markowitz et al., 2008a), and IMG/M (Markowitz et al.,
2008b). (For IMG, see http://img.jgi.doe.gov; for IMG/M, see
http://imgweb.jgi.psf.org/cgi-bin/m/main. cgi.) GOLD has
embraced the adoption of this controlled vocabulary/ontol-
ogy for its habitat data. Capture of GOLD and IMG habitat
data is currently implemented via the Expert Review Web
submission form on the Integrated Microbial Genomes
(IMG) Web site. All genomes submitted directly into IMG
and IMG/M are now required to provide metadata that con-
forms to the GOLD vocabulary. The RDP (Cole et al., 2007)
has also agreed to adopt the revised version of Habitat-Lite.
The new version of Habitat-Lite will be supported in
GCDML (Kottmann et al., 2008).

Conclusions

These results indicate that it should be possible to produce
a list of terms with good high-level coverage for Habitat-Lite.
We accept that candidate Habitat-Lite terms provide only
very high-level information, and that these terms may be an
amalgamation of terms found in different branches of future
ontologies, or even among different orthogonal ontologies
(e.g., for “organism-associated”). We also recognize that
while these terms may provide a useful tool for biologists
and databases, they have severe limitations. We emphasize
the importance of maximum reporting of information about
habitat—in particular, the necessity of preserving free text
fields associated with legacy data so that more fine-grained
information is never lost, and reanalysis is always possible.

In the long term, our goal is the creation of an interactive
metadata checking system (a kind of metadata “spell
checker”) that could “read” free text and suggest the correct
mapping into a controlled vocabulary/ontology, for user
validation or correction, thus ensuring that metadata is com-
prehensively captured and “binned” at the point of entry.

The use of a combination of Habitat-Lite terms in the short-
term, cultural shifts in the way this community annotates to
capture more complete descriptions of habitat and isolation
source, and future use of ontologies and ontology-aware
software will have a measurable benefit on the ability of re-
searchers to effectively reuse ever-growing sources of data
for large-scale, downstream analyses.

Toward a minimum information list of habitat terms for
use in the GSC

We have posted the initial and revised versions of Habi-
tat-Lite (Table 5) to the GSC Wiki. This list is annotated with
recommendations and issues that will be addressed in re-
vising it. We are making an open call for evaluation of this
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list of habitat terms in order to develop a consensus-driven
version of it that best suits community needs. This terms 
list will then be implemented in GCDML (Kottmann et al., 
2008) and used in the first instance to fill the “Habitat” field 
of the MIGS-compliant Genome Catalogue database
(http://gensc.org).
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